"PHOENIX" P-2001 CAST IRON MONUMENT COVER & FRAME OR APPROVED EQUAL (SEE NOTE 1)

24"x24" SQUARE OR 24"# CLASS 'B' CONCRETE COLLAR

CONSTRUCTION JOINT (OPTIONAL)

FOR BRASS CAP DETAIL SEE M-2

FORM TOP OF POST TO 6" DEPTH

CLASS 'A' CONCRETE CAST IN PLACE AGAINST UNDISTURBED EARTH (EXCEPT FORMED TOP AS SHOWN)

NOTES:

1. MONUMENT COVERS & FRAMES SHALL BE TOUGH GREY IRON CASTINGS CONFORMING TO ASTM A-48, CLASS 30 B. EACH COVER SHALL BE GROUND OR OTHERWISE FINISHED SO THAT IT WILL FIT ITS FRAME WITHOUT ROCKING.

2. "MONUMENT" SHALL BE INSCRIBED ON COVER.